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Automatic summarization methods are
efficient but suffer from low quality
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Contextual inconsistency
& factual inconsistency
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Manual summarization is higher quality but expensive
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How can humans and AI collaborate to
improve summarization performance?
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Post-editing

Koponen, 2016; Vieira, 2019
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Datasets
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so today i went to the zoomarine in algarve,
portugal and my family decided to go watch
the interactive pirate show (basicly pirates play
around with the crowd), so far so good... we sit
down and to my right, this long hair, tatooed,
bearded, baggy clothes, pirate looking guy sits
down by himself. a bit after my mom without
moving her head asks me if i have seen the
pirate "hiding" which i quietly answer to with
"yeah". here i am thinking "nice! he is probably
gonna let me take a photo with him!". so, i get
my camera and ask him if i could take a picture
with him. well, just when i am starting to pose
for the picture, he stands up and starts cursing
giberish in spannish (in other words: not in
portuguese) and got everyone in the audience
and my entire family looking at me and him like
it is part of the show... at this point my mom
looks even more confused than me thinking
what i could have done. needless to say, later in
the show the pirate my mom was talking about
was 2 rows down from us.

Kim et al. 2019
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The former Tottenham player, 29, is the Spanish
clubs’ first signing since Neymar left to join
Paris St-Germain in a world record transfer.
Meanwhile, Barcas’ Uruguayan forward Luis
Suarez will be out for "four to five weeks" after
he was injured in the Super Cup defeat by Real
Madrid. He will also miss World Cup qualifiers
against Argentina and Paraguay. Paulinho
joined Tottenham for £17m from Corinthians in
2013, before moving to China in 2015. He
helped Evergrande win last seasons Chinese
Super League and leaves the team top of the
table in the current campaign. Paulinho said:
"You have to face challenges with courage. I
will try to do my job and I am prepared. Its a
very satisfying moment. The dream I have been
looking for has come true. I will give
everything." Barcelona are also keen on
Liverpool midfielder Philippe Coutinho and
Borussia Dortmund forward Ousmane
Dembele.

Narayan et al. 2018
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Summarization conditions
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Human
(Manual)

AI-generated
(AI post-edit)

Reference
(Human post-edit)

News articles 1/10
The former Tottenham player, 29, is the Spanish
clubs‘ first signing since Neymar left to join
Paris St-Germain in a world record transfer.
Meanwhile, Barcas’ Uruguayan forward Luis
Suarez will be out for "four to five weeks" after
he was injured in the Super Cup defeat by Real
Madrid. He will also miss World Cup qualifiers
against Argentina and Paraguay. Paulinho
joined Tottenham for £17m from Corinthians in
2013, before moving to China in 2015. He
helped Evergrande win last seasons ́ Chinese
Super League and leaves the team top of the
table in the current campaign. Paulinho said:
"You have to face challenges with courage. I will
try to do my job and I am prepared. Its ́ a very
satisfying moment. The dream I have been
looking for has come true. I will give everything."
Barcelona are also keen on Liverpool midfielder
Philippe Coutinho and Borussia Dortmund
forward Ousmane Dembele.

Write summary here
Write summary here

save summary
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clubs‘ first signing since Neymar left to join
Paris St-Germain in a world record transfer.
Meanwhile, Barcas’ Uruguayan forward Luis
Suarez will be out for "four to five weeks" after
he was injured in the Super Cup defeat by Real
Madrid. He will also miss World Cup qualifiers
against Argentina and Paraguay. Paulinho
joined Tottenham for £17m from Corinthians in
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Super League and leaves the team top of the
table in the current campaign. Paulinho said:
"You have to face challenges with courage. I will
try to do my job and I am prepared. Its ́ a very
satisfying moment. The dream I have been
looking for has come true. I will give everything."
Barcelona are also keen on Liverpool midfielder
Philippe Coutinho and Borussia Dortmund
forward Ousmane Dembele.

Write summary here
Barcelona have signed Brazil
midfielder Paulinho from
Chinese club Guangzhou
Evergrande for an undisclosed
fee. Suarez to be out four to five
weeks with an injury.

save summary
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News articles 1/10
The former Tottenham player, 29, is the Spanish
clubs‘ first signing since Neymar left to join
Paris St-Germain in a world record transfer.
Meanwhile, Barcas’ Uruguayan forward Luis
Suarez will be out for "four to five weeks" after
he was injured in the Super Cup defeat by Real
Madrid. He will also miss World Cup qualifiers
against Argentina and Paraguay. Paulinho
joined Tottenham for £17m from Corinthians in
2013, before moving to China in 2015. He
helped Evergrande win last seasons ́ Chinese
Super League and leaves the team top of the
table in the current campaign. Paulinho said:
"You have to face challenges with courage. I will
try to do my job and I am prepared. Its ́ a very
satisfying moment. The dream I have been
looking for has come true. I will give everything."
Barcelona are also keen on Liverpool midfielder
Philippe Coutinho and Borussia Dortmund
forward Ousmane Dembele.

Write summary here
Barcelona signs Paulinho, while
also seeking out Philippe
Coutinho and Ousmane
Dembele. Suarez is expected to
miss two World Cup qualifying
games due to injury.

save summary
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Overview of summary collection
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AI post-edit

Human post-edit
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Conditions

Participants

Manual

AI post-edit

36 subjects

Human post-edit

36 subjects

✅ Native or bilingual English speakers
✅ >=90% job success score
✅ Have expertise in writing, journalism, or communication
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Conditions

Participants

Documents

Manual

36 subjects

AI post-edit

Human post-edit

36 subjects

10 documents per participant
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How does providing summaries for postediting affect (1) final summary quality, (2)
efficiency, and (3) user experience?
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Measures
Summary quality
✍ Human ratings by 5 annotators
✍ Removed outliers

Stiennon et al. 2020
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Measures
Efficiency
⏲ Amount of time taken to read and write a summary for each document
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Measures
User experience
💭 3 subjective measures using 7-point rating scales
💭 Task difficulty: “I found it difficult to summarize the article well.”
💭 Frustration: “Performing the summarization tasks was frustrating.”
💭 Assistance utility: “The provided summaries were not useful to me
when I was performing the summarization tasks.”
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Summary evaluation
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Manual
AI post-edit
Human post-edit
AI generated
Reference

so today i went to the zoomarine in algarve, portugal and my family
decided to go watch the interactive pirate show (basicly pirates play
around with the crowd), so far so good... we sit down and to my right, this
long hair, tatooed, bearded, baggy clothes, pirate looking guy sits down
by himself. a bit after my mom without moving her head asks me if i have
seen the pirate "hiding" which i quietly answer to with "yeah". here i am
thinking "nice! he is probably gonna let me take a photo with him!". so, i
get my camera and ask him if i could take a picture with him. well, just
when i am starting to pose for the picture, he stands up and starts cursing
giberish in spannish (in other words: not in portuguese) and got everyone
in the audience and my entire family looking at me and him like it is part
of the show... at this point my mom looks even more confused than me
thinking what i could have done. needless to say, later in the show the
pirate my mom was talking about was 2 rows down from us.

Random
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Manual

My family and I went to an interactive pirate show and accidentally
mistook a shabbily dressed audience member for a secret pirate actor by
asking to take a picture with him.

AI post-edit

asked a pirate if i could take a picture with him, he started cursing in
spannish and got everyone in the audience and my entire family looking
at me and him like it is part of the show.

Human post-edit

went to pirate show, saw a pirate looking guy, tried to take selfie with him,
it was an evil hipster.

AI generated

today at the zoomarine in algarve, portugal i wanted to take a picture with
a pirate but he started cursing and then things got weird

Reference

Was watching an interactive pirate show and thought the guy next to me
was an actor. Asked to take a selfie and got yelled at in Spanish. He wasn’t
an actor.

Random

Avon and Somerset Police have named the victim as Matthew Symonds,
34, of no fixed address in Swindon, and said his death was being treated
as unexplained. A post-mortem examination is due to be carried out later.
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Avon and Somerset Police have named the victim as Matthew Symonds,
34, of no fixed address in Swindon, and said his death was being treated
as unexplained. A post-mortem examination is due to be carried out later.
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User study results
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✍ Quality: post-editing improved on low quality provided

summaries, but manual summaries were still rated better
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✍ Quality: post-editing improved the low quality provided

summaries and was just as good as manual summarization
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⏲ Efficiency: it took longer to post-edit Reddit references

than to edit AI-generated or manual summary

Time taken (mins)
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⏲ Efficiency:

All conditions took similar time

Time taken (mins)
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Takeaway: summary quality ✍
How does post-editing improve summary
quality and efficiency?

While post-editing yielded better quality
summaries than automatic methods, when
compared to manual summarization, results
were mixed.
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Takeaway: efficiency ⏲
How does post-editing improve summary
quality and efficiency?

For Reddit, it took significantly longer to
post-edit human references than manually or
AI-generated summaries. For XSum, all
conditions took similar time.
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Takeaway: user experience

💭

When is post-editing useful for text
summarization?

It is useful when participants lacked domain
knowledge
.

“There were helpful to have a place to start.”
“Some of them were useful as starting point.”
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Takeaway: user experience

💭

When is post-editing useful for text
summarization?

It is useful when participants lacked domain
knowledge
. However, it is not as useful
when provided summaries include
inaccurate information
.
“A few of them were useful. Some were really bad.”
“Some were a bit off.”
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Takeaway: user experience

💭

When is post-editing useful for text
summarization?

It is useful when participants lacked domain
knowledge
. However, it is not as useful
when provided summaries include
inaccurate information
.

Vivian Lai | @vivwylai | vivwylai@gmail.com
University of Colorado Boulder
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